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FOREWORD Vii
M

Foreword

Separation science was first recognized as a distinct area of physical and analytical chemistry in the 19605. The
term was first coined, I believe, by the late j. Calvin Giddings, Research Professor at the University of Utah.
Calvin Giddings recognized that the same basic physical principles governed a wide range of separation
techniques, and that much could be learnt by applying our understanding of one such technique to others. This
was especially true for his first loves, chromatography and electrophoresis and latterly field flow fractionation.
Of course there are many separation techniques other than chromatography, many with a history at least as
long, or indeed longer, than that of chromatography: distillation, crystallization, centrifugation, extraction,
flotation and particle separation, spring to mind. Other separation techniques have emerged more recently:
affinity separations, membrane separations and mass spectrometry. Most people, a few years ago, would
not have classed mass spectrometry as a separation technique at all. However, with modern ionization
methods, which minimize fragmentation, mixtures of compounds can first of all be separated and then each
component identified through fragmentation by secondary ion—molecule collisions and further mass spectro-
metry. With the scale of mass spectrometry now matching that of microseparation methods such as capillary
electrophoresis and capillary electrochromatography, combinations of orthogonal methods can now provide
extremely powerful separation and identification platforms for characterizing complex mixtures.

Basically, all separation techniques rely on thermodynamic differences between components to dis—
criminate one component from another, while kinetic factors determine the speed at which separation can be
achieved. This applies most obviously to distillation, chromatography and electrophoresis, but is also obvious
in most of the other techniques; even particle size separation by sieving can be classified in this way. The
thermodynamic aspect is, of course, trivial being represented by the different sizes of the particles, as
indeed it is for the size exclusion chromatography of polymers. However, the kinetic aspects are far from
trivial. Anyone who has tried to sieve particles will have asked the question: is it better to fill the sieve nearly to
the top and sieve for a long time, or is it better to dribble the material slowly into the sieve and just remove the
heavies from time to time? One might further ask: how does one devise a continuous sieving process where
large particles emerge from one port of the equipment, and small ones emerge from the other port? And how
does one optimize throughput and minimize unit cost?

The publication of this Encyclopedia ofSeparation Science is a landmark for this area of science at the start

of the third millennium. It will undoubtedly be of enormous value to practitioners of separation science
looking for an overview and for guidance as to which method to select for a new problem, as well as to those
who are at an early stage, simply dipping their toes into the waters, and trying to find out just what it is all
about. Most impcrtant of all, by providing a comprehensive picture, it advances the whole field of separation
science and stimul itCS further work on its development and application. The publishers, their editors and their
authors are to be congratulated on a splendid effort.

John H. Knox

Edinburgh
8 March 2000
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Figure 1 Typical crystallization and downstream processes up
to formulation.

Crystallization

W. Beckmann and U. Budde, Schering AG,
Berlin, Germany

Copyright^ 2000 Academic Press

Two decades ago, crystallization was called both an
art and a science. However, the Reld is improving
quickly. The crystallization of pharmaceuticals is still
sometimes regarded an art and rather a mystery.
However, crystallization processes are widely used
throughout the production processes of the active
ingredient of a drug product, and a lot of knowledge
is nowadays available.

For the crystallization of drug substances several
aspects have to be considered, as the crystallization
process is the last step in the chemical manufacture
of pharmaceuticals. The crystallization determines
a number of important properties of the drug sub-
stance, namely the purity and residual solvent con-
tent, the polymorphic form, crystal size and size
distribution, and it affects downstream processes
such as drying, ease of comminution and formulation
of the Rnal drug product.

The crystallization of all drug intermediates have
the same goals and follows the same procedures as
for other organic substances and thus will not be
discussed here separately.

General Considerations for the
Development of the Crystallization
Process

In general, the demands on the crystallization of a
drug substance differ according to the Rnal use,
e.g. if the product is used in oral dosage forms, in
ointments or in liquid formulations. However, for the
sake of simplicity, it is assumed here that the crystal-
lized drug substance is to be used in an oral dosage
form.

Figure 1 shows a typical crystallization process of
a drug substance and the downstream processes up to
the formulation of the drug product. The crystalliza-
tion and the properties of the product have a great
inSuence on all the following steps.

Impurities

Foreign and related compounds The requirements
on the purity of a drug substance are strict; guidelines
require a purity of typically '98%. Individual impu-
rities with a known structure have to be below 0.5%
and unidentiRed impurities have to be below 0.1 or

0.05%. In addition, the toxicological effect of all
impurities must have been assessed in the Rrst toxico-
logical tests, i.e. no new impurity is allowed that has
not been present in the batch used for toxicological
experiments.

The puriRcation of a drug substance via crystalliza-
tion cannot be predicted easily. While foreign impu-
rities can mostly be easily reduced, related substances
like impurities stemming from side reactions in the
synthesis behave in an unpredictable way. In general,
the puriRcation via crystallization will decrease with
an increase in the yield, especially if the yields are
'90}95%.

Residual solvent content Beside obvious solvent
properties such as a certain solubility for the drug
substance and an appropriate puriRcation to yield
ratio, the choice of the solvent for the crystallization
of a drug substance is governed by the permissible
limitations placed on the residual solvent content of
the drug substance. All typical solvents have been
classiRed according to their toxicity and tolerated
daily uptakes of a solvent have been established, that
are not to be exceeded by the drug product.

Three classes of solvents are distinguished: (i) those
that should be avoided; (ii) those that have a limit to
their daily uptake; and (iii) those for which no limits
have been set up so far. Examples are benzene and
dichloroethane for class 1, methanol and dich-
loromethane for class 2 and ethanol, ethyl acetate and
acetone for class 3. In addition, good manufacturing
practice (GMP) requires the manufacturer to limit the
residual solvent to the lowest content possible.

III / PHARMACEUTICALS / Crystallization 3729
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Table 1 Productivity, yield and development prerequisites for the separation of isomers via crystallization, enzymatic resolution and
chromatography

Parameter Crystallization Enzymatic resolution Chromatography

Productivity High Low Medium
Selectivity Varies High Very high
Prerequisite High High Low
Development time High High Low to medium

Figure 2 Typical phase diagrams for isomers: eutectics, complete miscibility in the solid state and partial miscibility in the solid.

Two types of limits for the residual solvent content
of a drug are distinguished. Case 1 is a dosage-inde-
pendent concentration limit and Case 2 is a limit for
the total uptake through the drug product, that must
not be exceeded by the solvent content of the drug
substance and the excipients.

The mechanisms of incorporation of solvent into
the crystals can be described as follows:

� The solvent is incorporated into the lattice at
Rxed positions during the crystallization (solvate
formation). In this case, the incorporation cannot
be avoided directly. In some cases, a solvent of
crystallization is removed or replaced by water.

� The solvent is incorporated into the lattice as three-
dimensional inclusions. The formation of inclu-
sions is facilitated by the speed of crystallization,
thus, the amount of residual solvent can be de-
creased by lowering the rate of crystallization. For
some systems, the tendency to form three-dimen-
sional inclusions of solvent increases with the crys-
tal size.

If a problem with the residual solvent content of a
drug arises, the clear remedy is a change of solvent.

Separation of isomers An increasing number of
pharmaceutical active ingredients are either isomers
or enantiomers. Typically, different isomers of a
chemical compound exhibit different biological or

therapeutic activities, with one of the isomers being the
carrier of the activity. In some cases, the second isomer
can even have an adverse biological activity. In any
case, the inactive isomer constitutes an unnecessary
load to the body. Thus, a separation of isomers is
almost a prerequisite for the production of a drug.

Isomers can be separated by enzymatic resolution,
chromatography or crystallization. Table 1 summar-
izes and compares productivity, yield and develop-
ment prerequisites of the three separation techniques.

The success (or possibility) of the separation of
isomers via crystallization depends on the phase dia-
gram of the two compounds.

Figure 2 shows typical phase diagrams of isomers,
i.e. eutectics, solid solutions and partial solubility in
the solid state. A separation of isomers in a single step
is only feasible for eutectic systems. Systems forming
solid solutions have to be puriRed in multiple steps, as
for example in zone reRning which is only feasible
if the substance is stable in the molten state. For
systems exhibiting partial miscibility in the solid
state, the separation cannot be better than the partial
miscibility concentrations.

In principle, isomers forming eutectics can be sep-
arated directly via crystallization. However, without
using special techniques, the crystallization can only
be carried out until the concentration of the mother
liquor has reached the composition of the eutectic
mixture. To improve the yield two ways are often
pursued:
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